Optical systems have been designed to contain the electrons during the acceleration from 0.185-4.0 GeV. These systems are located in the dispersive straight sectionX and maintain a matched dispersion free beam with 6 = 15.0 m in the linac centers, and transverse beam waists in the centers of the dispersive straight sections. A thin-lens code has been developed to design the multi-energy system.
Introduction
The beam containment systems in the ANL sixsided microtron (hexatron) design must accommodate and transport electron beams to full energy with little loss in beam quality and intensity. The hexatron consists of three S-band linacs each separated by dispersive straight sections. The di hexatron accelerates the 0.185 GeV injected electrons to 4.0 GeV in 109 passes or 36-1/3 turns. A first order tracking procedure has been developed to simulate beam traversal through the system--this is justified for the predicted small emit ance and energy spread inherent in such a machine. The containment scheme we have developed involves solving the matched system for each 1/3 turn assuming constant energy; the energy is boosted 35 MeV between 1/3 turns. Figure 1 Focussing systems are evaluated by using a 2x2 matrix approach. Quadrupoles are treated as thin lenses. The dipoles are composed of edge-focussing thin lenses pre-and post multiplying the normal sector magnet transformation; they are assumed to bend the beams through w/3 with an effective length pir/3 where p is the radius of curvature. Real soft-edge fields modify the simple assumed behavior. We hale studied several: (i) an Enge short-tail field and (ii) a much sharper field behavior developed for the hexatron. The system was designed using the parametrization (i). The dipoles are taken with gap g = 0.06 m, and maximum field B = 1.015T. Thus the dipole edges correspond to thin lenses of power +tan 0/p (def) in the radial (horizontal) plane. the vertical plane behavior was modified by the short-tail field behavior and can be represented by thin lenses of power -tanTh/p where the effective edge angles are represented by X = 0-F2g/P. F?r a short-tail field we obtained F2 = 0.4 + 0.577 6 + 0.29 64 empirically from Engels curves, where 6 = 0 -1.2* 0.414 * g/p. We have also verified this 3 parametrization using the program RAYTRACE.
We have chosen 01 = +150 at entrance; for the exit we use 02 = 00 for E 4 1.62 GeV and 02 = -60°for E > 1.62 GeV. The steps at low energy are required to reduce severe vertical defocussing. In the vertical plane the transformation is (1).
The net x or y transfer matrix for the dispersed straight section is obtained by matrix multiplication of (1) 
Sensitivity to Perturbations
The beam centroids are sensitive to magnet drifts and misalignments. This subject has been discussed in detail in the Argonne proposal and active damping systems have been designed for correction. Here we mention how the design beta functions respond to randomly generated errors in the quadrupole strength. We tracked the beta functions when the quadrupole strengths were 
